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Closed Captioning

Click “Show Subtitle” to turn the 
transcript on.

To adjust the caption size:

1. Click the upward arrow next to Start 
Video/ Stop Video.
2. Click Video Settings the Accessibility.
3. Move the slider to adjust the caption 
size.



Zoom Chat Activity

Please rename yourself with your first name and your 
department
To change your name:
• Click on ‘Participants’→ Hover over your name→ Click ‘More’ 

then ‘rename’

In the Zoom chat, please answer:
If you had to pick one priority that the city should take to 
tackle climate change, what would it be? 
Bonus points for including a proposed action!



Meet Our Project Team

City Staff Cascadia Staff

Katie Buchl-Morales

Senior Planner, Project Manager

Angie Mathias

Long Range Planning Manager

Gretchen Muller

Project Manager

Mary Ann Rozance

Deputy Project Manager

Maddie Seibert

Strategy Development

Alicia Fennel & Megan Lee

Community Engagement

Angela Pietschmann & Hailey Weinberg
GHG Inventory

Linda Knight

Solid Waste Coordinator, Project Manager



Workshop Overview: Agenda

• Welcome and introductions

• CES 2.0 project goals, timeline, and progress

• Strategies and actions and key plan elements

• Multi-criteria analysis 

• Next steps and adjourn



Goals, timeline, and progress to-date



Project Goals

The Clean Economy Strategy update (“CES 2.0”) aims to build on 
the foundation of the 2011 CES to create a new plan that:

• Reflects the latest science

• Incorporates recommendations refined through work with 
dozens of peer cities and tailored to Renton’s needs

• Is informed by community input



Clean Economy Strategy 2.0: Timeline
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Renton Clean Economy Advisory Committee – YOU!

• Three to four, 2-hr. meetings at key project milestones
• Kick-off meeting - Context-setting, community engagement feedback, current state

• Climate Vulnerabilities, Strategies and Preliminary Actions

• Visioning and Target-setting

• Strategies and Actions Identification and Prioritization

• Support and guide community engagement, climate strategy development, 
and implementation



Summary – CAC #1

• Considerations for climate impacts and vulnerabilities in Renton:
✓ People and community

✓ I-405 runoff and emissions

✓ Shorelines

✓ King County Black River Pump Station

✓ Cedar River

✓ Tree canopy



Summary – CAC #1

• Considerations for developing actions, focus areas, and strategies:
✓ Outreach and engagement with diverse ethnic communities

✓ Project incentives

✓ Overlap of policies between Plan focus areas

✓ Park and ride facilities

✓ Circular manufacturing and packaging policies



Summary – CAC #1

• What should we keep in mind as we develop specific actions for each focus 
areas?
✓ Outreach and engagement with diverse communities

✓More park and ride facilities

✓ Circular manufacturing/packaging policies

✓ Consider how policies overlap between categories and with existing policies

✓ Consider incentives for the kind of proejcts Renton wants to attract





Strategy & Action Development: Where We’ve Been

Feb Build Initial Actions List

March
Crosswalk and Consolidate Actions

April
Introduce Actions (we are here!)

May
Refine & Prioritize Actions

June
Finalize Actions & Implementation Strategy



Strategy and Action Context – GHG Inventory

Emissions from energy and transportation combined are 95% of 
Renton’s emissions
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Strategy and Action Context – Vulnerability Assessment

The Vulnerability Assessment is meant to:
• Anticipate areas of future risk and the potential to adapt to climate impacts

• Assess strategies to prepare and adapt to future climate conditions.

We assessed the following sectors for climate risk, adaptive capacity, 
and how to address vulnerability in the CES 2.0:

Transportation 
and Land Use

Energy, 
Buildings, and 

Public 
Infrastructure

Water and 
Natural 
Systems

Public Health



Strategy and Action Overview

CES 2.0 Vision

Overarching GHG Emissions Reduction Target
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Strategy and Action Overview

Action Type Definition

Outreach and Education Actions based on engaging/educating the community to 
encourage behavior change.

Incentives Financial incentives or other motivators to encourage behavior 
change (such as offering financial support in making your 
home more efficient).

Disincentives Regulations, mandates, or policies that discourage unwanted 
behavior.

Planning/Studies City plans and commissioned studies to inform the 
community’s approach to climate mitigation/adaptation.

Capital Improvement Changes to infrastructure; large financial investment to 
support climate change mitigation/adaptation.

Policy/Regulations General city mandates, requirements, and policies related to 
climate change mitigation/adaptation.



Strategy Emphasis – Renton’s Role

Poll: What is Renton’s role in climate action?

• Do our part: encourage community to take action, set realistic 
targets, and revisit regularly. Longer implementation timeline.

• Advocate: while doing our part, advocate and partner with 
other jurisdictions for broader regional and national climate 
action.

• Leader: employ a strategic mix of voluntary actions, 
incentives, and regulations to achieve science-based 
emissions reduction targets.

• Pacesetter: set the pace for peer jurisdictions by adopting 
bold targets, policies, regulations, and mandates.



Strategy Emphasis – Mitigation & Adaptation



Strategy Emphasis – Co-Benefits

Public health and safety

Food security

Job creation

Equity and social justice

Municipal revenue

Support local businesses

Conservation (e.g., energy, water)

Improve mobility

Build climate resilience

Green space / recreation

Poll: enter into your browser: 

pollev.com/cascadia

Rank your top 3 co-benefits

https://pollev.com/cascadia


Strategy Emphasis – Co-Benefits
Poll: enter into your browser: 

pollev.com/cascadia

Rank your top 3 co-benefits

https://pollev.com/cascadia


Focus Area Review

Buildings & 
Energy 

Transportation 
& Land Use

Consumption 
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Water & 
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Community 
Resilience & 
Wellbeing



Goal:
Ensure access to clean and reliable energy sources, 
expand renewable energy sources, support 
efficient building standards, and create a more 
climate-resilient grid.

Buildings & Energy

Strategies
• Transition buildings towards clean, electric power.
• Support energy efficiency in buildings. 
• Support energy resilience by investing in renewable energy 

and community-scale energy projects.



Goal:
Promote sustainable land use planning and create 
a clean, efficient transportation system that 
centers walking, bicycling, transit, and electric 
vehicles.

Transportation & Land Use

Strategies
• Reduce emissions from gasoline and diesel-powered vehicles.
• Encourage a transition towards electric vehicles.
• Support mixed use and compact centers.



Goal:
Extend the lifecycle of materials, reduce new 
consumption, and improve city-wide recycling and 
composting.

Consumption & Materials Management

Strategies
• Increase waste diversion, especially organic waste, to reduce 

waste-related GHG emissions from landfills.
• Promote sustainable consumption and reduce waste 

generation to reduce upstream GHG emissions from goods 
and materials. 



Goal:
Preserve and enhance the integrity, health and 
abundance of natural areas, ecosystems, and 
water resources.

Water & Natural Systems

Strategies
• Improve resilience of natural systems to climate change 

impacts, including flooding.
• Preserve, restore, and protect natural systems to increase 

opportunities for carbon sequestration.



Goal:
Ensure all communities are prepared for climate 
related impacts and have equitable access to 
resources and tools to adapt to climate change.

Community Resilience & Well-being

Strategies
• Prepare Renton for future extreme events.
• Spur local green jobs.
• Increase community capacity - particularly those most 

vulnerable - to respond to future climate change.



Strategies and Actions Q & A

Type your question into the Zoom chat

OR

Raise your virtual hand to ask verbally







Strategies and Actions Review

Review and vet initial list of strategies and actions

April
Introduce Actions

May
Refine & Prioritize Actions

June
Finalize Actions & Implementation Strategy



Discussion Questions

• Are there any actions that really jump out at you as a must-have? 

• Are there crucial actions missing and/or do you have new ideas not 
currently reflected in this list? 

• Do you have any concerns about these actions or feel that edits need to be 
made to them?

• From an equity perspective, are there groups of people that would be most 
burdened or benefitted by these strategies and actions?



Focus Areas and Strategies

Buildings & 
Energy 

Transportation 
& Land Use

Consumption 
& Materials 

Management

Water & 
Natural 
Systems

Community 
Resilience & 
Wellbeing





Assess Strategies – Multi Criteria Analysis

• Step 1 generated an initial and refined 
list of strategies

• Step 2 will help prioritize the refined 
strategies through multi-criteria analysis

• Supports consistent, transparent
evaluation of potential strategies.

• Criteria are weighted to reflect their 
relative importance and Renton's 
values.

• Includes how well actions realize Co-
Benefits, which are benefits in 
addition to reducing GHG emissions.

Draft Strategies

Communit
y input

IDT and 
CAC

Science & 
best 

practices

Prioritized Strategies

Equity & 
co-

benefits

Feasibility 
& support

Impact & 
cost

Universe of Possible Strategies



Criteria Weighting Discussion

Impact:

How much will the 

action move the 

needle on reducing 

emissions? 

Cost:

How affordable is the 

action to City,

residents, and/or 

businesses?

Equity:

Do the benefits of 

the action reduce 

historical or current 

disparities among 

underserved 

communities?

Co-benefits:

Does the action 

address multiple 

goals/priorities?

Feasibility:

Will the community 

support the action? 

Are there regulatory, 

political, or tech 

constraints? 

Low Moderate High



Criteria Discussion

• Which of these criteria should be weighted most strongly and why?

• Which of these criteria should be weighted least and why?

• Are there any criteria missing and/or do you have new ideas not 
currently reflected in this list?

• Impact
• Cost
• Feasibility

• Equity
• Co-benefits



Questions

Type your question into the Zoom chat

OR

Raise your virtual hand to ask verbally



CAC Next Steps

• CAC meeting #3, Summer 2022
• Focus of meeting:

• Emissions reduction goals

• Discussion about strategies and 
actions

• Discussion about Multi-Criteria 
Analysis



Please help promote the online open house!



RentonWA.gov/CES

Katie Buchl-Morales

KBuchl-Morales@Rentonwa.gov

425-430-6578

Linda Knight

LKnight@Rentonwa.gov

425-430-7397

Contact Info

mailto:KBuchl-Morales@Rentonwa.gov
mailto:Lknight@Rentonwa.gov



